
iLockerz manufactures a range of intuitive storage solutions which provide greater visibility and
accountability over high value tools and essential workplace equipment.

Every tool can be tracked as they move in and out of iLockerz trolley drawers, with powerful RFID
technology providing a fully automated and comprehensive audit trail of tool usage.

In addition, the powerful web software built into each iLockerz tool trolley allows for smarter calibration
management and removes foreign object detection (FOD) issues for aerospace organisations.

Each locker trolley and cabinet can
accommodate multiple use needs and
various equipment types, with repair
alerts enabled for damaged tools.

tellmemore@iLockerz.com

Station Rd | Birmingham | B65 0JY

0121 270 6153

Contact Us:

iLockerz smart trolleys offer a secure way
to store, track and manage tools essential
to automotive, construction, engineering ,
aerospace and public sector organisations.

INTELLIGENT
TOOL MANAGEMENT
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Innovative solutions for
tracking and managing:

Power/Mechanical Tools
Calibrated Socket Wrenches
Diagnostic Devices 
Protective Gear            ...and more



A range of in-compartment power and charging options

A combination of locker doors and drawers

Emergency manual key override

Charging station compartments 

PIN code, card swipe or fingerprint access

A range of RFID tags to suit all types of equipment

HD colour photo record of each transaction

Emergency battery back-up

Designed to withstand high-volume use, iLockerz are

manufactured using 2mm thick steel security housing and

can be customised to suit individual requirements, offering:

Smart-Tracker™ or Radio Frequency Identification technology, verifying every transaction and

device location

Comprehensive audit trail for all item and system usage

In-built web server and wi-fi connectivity for easy management

Web-based locker management software to effectively and automatically manage calibration

intervals

Alerts to notify when items need to be re-calibrated or repaired

Access control system integration

Stand alone or fully networked configuration

Remote access and locker release via software

Record of damage to items returned to tool 

iLockerz solutions are configured with intuitive back-end web software, providing:

       trolleys, with email notifications automatically

       sent to administrators via the web-based management software and tool drawer lock-down

Multiple configurations,
one solution
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Powerful web software, seamless management


